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The simple, one-piece design makes the this apron a very popular choice 
where chainmail products are used. Designed to simply hang on the 
chainmail clips, from a grommet (it does not have neck strap). It has 
proven to be a comfortable, low cost and effective way to keep chainmail 
clear of any processing waste and contaminants. This product is custom 
made to fit any chainmail apron and is unique to Top Dog. 

100% pure Polyurethane (PU).  
We use Pure Polyurethane (PU) film because it is the best material 
available for reusable protective apparel. 

 
Reusable: Day after day, week after week, month after month. Top Dog 
products last longer. 
 

 Enhanced anti-microbial properties: Mold will not grow on this 

material.  

 Topdog Pure PU is slick: almost nothing sticks to (or stains) 

Topdog PU (grease, food/processing waste, cleaning chemicals, 

etc.). Virtually zero abrasion or adhesion.  

 PU material will never crack. 

Industry leading durability. Puncture and tear resistant. 100% water/liquid 

proof 

EASY TO CLEAN/RE-USE:  

Popular cleaning choices 

 Dip wash and hang dry (Pure PU absorbs zero moisture). 

 Machine wash/dry.  Laundry safe: Refer to laundering / cleaning 

instructions. 

 Many other methods available 

Lightweight, supple, and comfortable to wear. 

Topdog PU is 100% Recyclable  

CFIA, FDA/USDA, UKCE and EU compliant. 

Industry leading five (5) colour choices: Aligns with HACCP/colour coding 

initiatives.  

Thickness of 12 Mil (300 microns): Custom sized to match end-users chain 
mail buckle pattern; complete with waste ties and upper grommets for 
chain mail neck strap attachment.  100% resistant to animal fats, 
degreasers, cleaning chemicals and water (plus many more fluids and 
chemicals): Contact Top Dog for details regarding chemical compatibility. 

The best choice in protective apparel 
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